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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Reviewing information available 
about platelet-rich plasma (PRP) applied to dental 
treatments, introducing the general concept of PRP, 
as well as analyzing actual data about, and challenges 
faced by, the dental field.  Data & sources: The 
current study analyzed the most informative 
publications about PRP application available in this 
field and gathered the maximum information about it 
as possible. Conclusions: PRP use, either alone or in 
association with other biomaterials, can significantly 
favor different fields such as tissue engineering, since 
it is an innovative technique that attracts the interest 
of  clinicians and basic scientists. However, it is 
necessary conducting better designed and controlled 
experiments to enable successful tissue healing based 
on PRP use. Clinical significance: The current review 
can  be used by clinicians as source of information 
about the actual rules and protocols adopted  in the 
herein addressed field, besides providing specific 
examples of such applications. 

RESUMO
Objetivos: Revisar as informações disponíveis sobre o 
plasma-rico em plaquetas (PRP) aplicado a tratamentos 
odontológicos, introduzir o conceito geral de PRP e 
analisar dados reais sobre os desafios enfrentados 
pelo campo odontológico. Dados e fontes: O presente 
estudo analisou as publicações mais informativas sobre 
a aplicação do PRP disponíveis neste campo e reuniu 
o máximo de informações possível. Conclusões: 
O uso do PRP, isoladamente ou em associação com 
outros biomateriais, pode favorecer significativamente 
diferentes campos, como a engenharia de tecidos, 
uma vez que é uma técnica inovadora que atrai o 
interesse de clínicos e cientistas básicos. No entanto, é 
necessário realizar experimentos mais bem projetados 
e controlados para permitir a cura bem-sucedida dos 
tecidos com base no uso do PRP. Significado clínico: 
A revisão atual pode ser usada pelos médicos como 
fonte de informações sobre as regras e protocolos 
atuais adotados no campo aqui tratado, além de 
fornecer exemplos específicos de tais aplicações.
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INTRODUCTION

T he aims of the current review were to 
synthesize information available about 

platelet-rich plasma (PRP) application in 
dental treatment, in order to introduce the 
general concept of PRP, as well as to analyze 
the actual data about, and challenges faced 
by,  this field. Specific information about 
the actual rules of the herein investigated 
application was addressed to be used by 
clinicians. Another important point lies on PRP 
definition as a nanostructured protein, given 
the nanometric scale of these particles. It is 
essential emphasizing that nanotechnology is 
an important topic in dentistry [1,2]. The 
description of nanostructures based on dynamic 
light scattering has shown the contributions 
from exosome-nanoparticles (diameter smaller 
than 50 nm), nanoparticles (diameter ranging 
from 50 to 550 nm), platelet/nano-aggregates 
(diameter bigger than 550 nm) [3-7]. Special 
considerations were dedicated to nanometric 
PRP-exosomes [8,9].

The current review was an attempt to 
approach the most informative publications in 
the herein investigated field; however, it did not 
intend to exhaust all dentistry-related topics.

WHAT IS PLATELET- RICH PLASMA 
(PRP)?

General aspects

Platelets are cell fragments (approximate 
diameter = 2 µm) of megakaryocytes produced 
in the bone marrow [10,11]. They have large 
amounts of bioactive proteins that play a key role 
in tissue healing or hemostasis [12]. Basic protein-
growth factors (GFs) are essential for wound 
healing processes; as well as blood proteins such 
as  fibronectin, fibrin and vitronectin, which are 
known as cell adherence molecules [13,14].

The activation process (degranulation) 
releases granules found in platelets in order 
to merge to the cell membrane. During this 
degranulation process, the released factors [15-
18] are converted into a bioactive state, due to 

histone association, as well as into carbohydrate 
side chains [12]. These factors bind to 
transmembrane receptors of dammed tissue cells 
in order to trigger tissue repair and regeneration 
[15,19-21]. 

PRP components: Exosomes

Exosomes are another important topic 
to be taken into consideration in dental field. 
According to Torreggiani et al. [22], exosomes 
are nanosized vesicles released by platelets in 
the extracellular compartment, as well as one of 
platelet lysate (PL) activity effectors. Exosomes 
were isolated from human PRP to enable 
PL activity, based on the ultracentrifugation 
technique. The proliferation and migration of 
bone marrow stromal cells (MSC) treated with 
exosomes have shown significant dose-dependent 
increase in the above processes in comparison to 
the control. Exosome protein content analysis 
has shown significant amount of VEGF (vascular 
endothelial growth factor), bFGF (basic fibroblast 
growth factor), PDGF-BB (platelet-derived 
growth factor) and TGF- β1 (transforming growth 
factor beta 1) than in PL. The aforementioned 
authors suggested that exosomes have strongly 
contributed to PL activity and that they likely 
have a useful nanostructured delivery system for 
cell-free regeneration processes.

Alternative approaches deriving from 
advancements in nano-engineering have 
demonstrated that exosomes can also be applied 
to specific tissues, a fact that makes them an 
attractive option for targeted therapy [8,9,23,24]  
with excellent possibilities to be used in dental 
pulp regeneration. A recent review reported that 
exosomes appeared to be a promising alternative 
to cell therapy focused on treating dental pulp 
pain and inflammation, as well as to induce pulp 
regeneration. Nevertheless, benefits deriving from 
exosome use strongly depend on recipient cells, 
which could be an issue in patients presenting 
necrotic dental pulp or in the ones subjected to 
pulpectomy [25].

Comments: Platelets are the first cell 
fragments to get to damaged tissues where 
they attach to the exposed collagen via Von 
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Willebrand factor in order to promote platelet 
myofibril contraction via arachidonic acid. This 
process leads to platelet aggregation, which, 
in its turn, leads to the degranulation of alpha 
granules. Growth factors are released into 
the blood stream, through which they reach 
the compromised cells. They often act in the 
microenvironment and, depending on the growth 
factors stimulus and situation; they can also 
enable immunomodulation, tissue regeneration, 
neoangiogenesis and even apoptosis. According 
to Gawaz and Vogel [26], HGF, SDF1, IGF, TNF 
Alpha, BDGF, Factor H, IL 10, 4,8, 13 and 17, 
CXCR4, CD40L, Interferon alpha, TRAIL TWEK 
LIGHT,  PDGF, TGF-β1, VEGF, (bFGF) and EGF 
are the growth factors, interleukins and cytokines 
often released by platelets.  PRP components 
such as exosomes, appear to be important to 
PL activity; in the near future, they may be an 
interesting nanodelivery structure to be used 
in treatments based on cell-free regeneration 
processes.

PRP PREPARATION PROTOCOL
As previously mentioned, PRP preparation 

is of paramount importance to assure reproducible 
results and safe applications of it. Thus, it is 
important describing the actual status of these 
preparations. Although PRP has been known for 
a long time, the terminology used to describe it 
remains confusing due to significant variation in 
published protocols focused on PRP normalization 
and preparation. In other words, many articles in 
this field  lack a precise characterization of the 
assayed products. Therefore, Dhurat and Sukesh 
[17] reviewed the principles and PRP preparation 
methods grounded on accessible reports; they 
presented their perspective to normalize a 
safe and simple protocol focused on enabling 
optimized and consistent platelet outputs.

A mini review has analyzed and addressed 
the high potential of PRP to be used for tissue 
regeneration and considered it a reliable and 
efficient technique [27]. A methodical review 
of PRP preparation and composition protocols 
applied in clinical tests focused on treating 
musculoskeletal illness from 2006 to 2016 was 

conducted. It was possible concluding that a 
specific, accurate and step-by-step description 
of the PRP preparation protocol is necessary to 
allow comparisons between reports and affording 
reproducibility [28].

Etulain et al. [29] reported protocol 
optimization based on angiogenic PRP analysis 
and recuperative properties. In several cases, 
PRP is obtained by using commercial equipment 
that lack normalized preparation procedures and 
coherent PRP quality. Hamid [30] explored a 
simple and economical PRP preparation method 
that was useful for clinical applications. PRP 
was obtained based on a typical centrifugation 
technique. Another method known as t-PRP 
(temperature controlled PRP), which is free 
of exogenous additions, was reported. The 
aforementioned authors suggested that t-PRP was 
a new and suitable technique for PRP elaboration 
and stimulation without any extra addition [31].

The biology behind PRP preparation 
protocols and the science-based evidence 
applications of different platelet concentrates in 
several dentistry uses were reviewed [32]. Similar 
review was reported for wound regeneration 
therapies, with especial emphasis on PRP and 
on the important role played by GFs in wound 
healing processes. This therapeutic formulation 
involves PRGF supernatant often used in surgeries 
and on dental implant surfaces [18]. 

All these considerations must be followed 
by dentists who use PRP in any dental application. 

Comments: It is necessary setting a step-by-
step description of the PRP elaboration protocol 
in order to get high-quality PRP, as well as an 
evident standardization to allow a confrontation 
between reports and allow reproducibility. 
Moreover, controlled experiments comprising 
adequate samples should be conducted to test 
PRP effectiveness in wound healing or in any 
other application.

The biology behind PRP preparation 
protocols and science-based evidence applications 
of different platelet concentrates in different 
dentistry uses were pointed out [32]. 
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WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT PRP 
APPLICATIONS? 

Carlson and Roach [33] reviewed 
previous scientific reports about wound healing 
mechanisms triggered by GFs found in PRP 
concentrates. However, studies focused on 
investigating PRP applications in the dentistry 
field have found that PRP was efficient in 
enhancing surgical data in many maxillofacial 
surgery processes, a fact that brings hope to 
periodontal recuperative therapies. 

The most important aspect of autologous 
PRP lies on eliminating concerns about 
immunogenic effects and disease transmission. 
However, properly controlled studies, mainly 
about oral and periodontal therapy, were 
suggested by the aforementioned authors [34].

In 2006, Shashikiran et al. [35] suggested 
that PRP appeared to have all the necessary 
ingredients to assure successful pediatric oral 
surgery procedures. Interestingly, based on their 
experiments, they believe that it is possible using 
PRP to increase bone healing after surgical cyst 
enucleation in children.

At this stage, interesting aspects appeared 
in PRP applications in comparison to the PRP 
preparation procedure. However, double 
centrifugation was effective in its application, but 
this induced changes in PRP ultrastructure [36].

According to Nikolidakis and Jansen [37], 
although GFs and their implicated mechanisms 
were poorly understood around 2000´s, the 
simple PRP application during clinical procedures 
could lead to satisfactory results. Researchers 
found proof of PRP’s beneficial effects on 
periodontal defect treatments. However, weak 
evidence of beneficial PRP effect on sinus lift was 
reported [38].

A study review has shown that the 
standardization of protocols and clinical trials 
can help better understanding PRP and platelet-
derived growth factor (PDGFs) contribution to 
sinus lift procedures [39,40]. Publications in 
2012 about the use of several PRP types in bone 
grafts, implant processes and reconstructive 

surgeries appeared to especially productive in this 
period [41]. Although PRP is easily produced, it 
presents low potential risk and is relatively easy 
to be used; therefore, it is necessary conducting  
further randomized controlled trials (URCTs) to 
support the low potential risk  evidence [42,43]. 

A review conducted by Zollino et al. [44] 
addressed PRP effectiveness in oral surgeries and 
medical applications. Other studies addressed PRP 
uses, as well as platelet concentration effects on, 
and preparation in, the dentistry field [45-47].

Vineet [48] summarized all positive effects 
of PRP recorded in the dentistry field. Bansal et 
al., [49] reported excellent results in implant 
surgeries, in which PRP was applied as covering 
material. They also compared  PRF to PRP use. 
The aforementioned authors suggested that slow 
polymerization during centrifugation, ease of 
preparation; fibrin-based structure and minimal 
costs make PRF rather superior than PRP at some 
point.

Recent reports have given proofs that 
PRP therapy is a promising treatment for 
musculoskeletal lesions and neural feedback 
pathways around dental implants [50]. Some 
comments of actual interest in PRP applications 
were made by Singh et al. [51]. They pointed 
out that PRP preparation and management 
normalization remains a challenge due to 
several parameters. However, they also stated 
that PRP offers many advantages to orthopaedic 
and maxillofacial surgeries, as well as to dental 
implantology and periodontology. The positive 
point about PRPs lies on the fact that they 
comprise different GFs and cytokines necessary 
to enable hemostasis, and that they are able to 
heal both soft tissues and bones. 

A study focused on evaluating PRP use 
in bone healing after  maxillofacial cyst (dental 
cyst extraction) extirpation was reviewed. Bone 
reconstruction in individuals subjected to PRP 
treatment was faster than that of the control 
group. Data collected in this study have indicated 
that PRP use enabled faster and superior bone 
reconstruction after maxillofacial cyst extraction 
[52].
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Based on clinical outcomes reported for 
PRF, PRP and blood clot (BC) revascularization 
(BCR), it is possible stating that these therapies 
presented similar effectiveness in premature and 
permanent teeth regeneration [53].

Although it was not directly associated with 
dental PRP application, a study review addressed 
PRP application in dermatological therapies such 
as tissue regeneration, scar revision and wound 
healing (used in maxillofacial surgery and 
possibly applied to dental treatment) [54].

Comments: PRP use, either alone or 
in association with other biomaterials, can 
significantly favor different fields such as tissue 
engineering, since it is an innovative technique 
that attracts the interest of clinicians and basic 
scientists. However, it is necessary conducting 
better designed and controlled experiments to 
enable successful tissue healing after PRP use in 
dental treatment. 

PRP APPLICATION IN DENTISTRY
Given the diversity of reviews about 

different topics addressed in dentistry [18-21], 
the current review deals with studies on different 
dental stages, which are scarce in the literature.

Cells cultures

Commercial PRP (GLO-PRP) has been used 
as complement to several regenerative dental 
techniques. Kobayashi et al. [55] studied PRP 
characterization in vitro and its effect on PDL 
(periodontal ligament) cells, human gingival 
fibroblasts and osteoblast cell behavior. The 
outcomes have demonstrated that PRP induced 
proliferation, gingival fibroblast migration 
and expression of mRNA pro-wound healing 
molecules. Although PRP promoted PDL cell 
proliferation and osteoblast migration, almost no 
osteoblast differentiation was observed. 

Based on the analysis of PRP effect on 
culture media used to enhance osteogenic PLSCs 
(periodontal ligament stem cells) and DPSCs 
(dental pulp stem cells) differentiation, PRP has 
enhanced the osteogenic differentiation of stem 
cells by modulating molecular pathways in order 

to stimulate bone formation [56].

A research focused on evaluating PRP 
effect on the behavior of hGFs (human gingival 
fibroblasts) collected from healthy patients’ 
peripheral blood has shown that culture medium 
added with  5% PRP was the controlling option 
that stimulated  hGFs’  wound healing properties, 
due to its rapid and efficient impact on cell/
colony proliferation and migration [57].

Comments: PRP had selective effect on 
fibroblasts and PDL cells. Stimulated gingival 
fibroblast migration and proliferation, as well 
as mRNA expression in pro-wound healing 
molecules, were observed; however, although 
PRP induced PDL cells, osteoblast migration 
and proliferation, they did not enable osteoblast 
differentiation. Similar effect was observed on 
PLSCs and DPSCs. Efficient healing was also 
observed.

Animal models

A report on the effect of PRP was based 
on histological and histometric evaluation of the 
bone repair procedure applied to the core areas 
of extraction sockets in monkeys belonging to 
species Cebus apella 90 days after extraction; the 
control group in this study presented reduced 
osteogenesis signs due to bone generation 
procedure and fibroblast-like cell proliferation 
[58].

PRP use, either in combination with Bio-
Oss® (bovine inorganic bone - Geistlich) or with 
Bio-Gran® bioactive glass (Orthovita, Implant 
Innovations), was not efficient in bone healing 
based on the experimental conditions described 
in a study conducted with dogs. The authors of 
the aforementioned study have suggested that 
further investigation should be conducted to 
clearly define PRP effects on individuals subjected 
to bone repair treatments [59].

A study focused on analyzing DPSCs 
(dental pulp stem cells) and PRP ability to 
rehabilitate dental pulp in mature permanent 
teeth of dogs did not find improvement in fresh 
tissue formation when it was compared to tissue 
generated by BC only in root canals [60].
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A study aimed at analyzing PRP use, either 
alone or in association with DPCs, in premature 
canine teeth with apical periodontitis, has 
demonstrated that PRP groups generated more 
tissues in root canals. DPC groups presented 
significantly higher mineralized tissue production 
in the root canal than no-DPC groups, mainly in 
the apical third. The PRP/DPC group recorded 
significant growth of bone-like tissue in the canal 
space in the periapical tissue [61].

A study focused on analyzing the effect 
of WPLTs (washed platelets) and PRP on the 
regeneration and mineralization of dental pulp 
cells in rats has found that either WPLTs or 
PRP were equally capable of promoting the 
calcification and proliferation of dental pulp 
cells in rats in a dose-dependent manner [62]. 
It is essential highlighting that this experiment 
adopted a physical approach (liquid nitrogen 
freeze-thawing) and that the biological safety 
of WPLTs was likely higher than that of PRP. 
Probably, this condition let to the recorded 
results, although there were no differences due 
to WPLTs and PRP behavior.

Since PRP administration (autologous) at 
the rat tooth extraction site is the most important 
risk factor for therapy or MRONJ (medication-
related osteonecrosis of the jaw), several senile 
rats were systematically medicated with (Vehicle: 
0.45mL of 0.9% sodium chloride solution (VEH) 
and VEH-PRP. Data collected from the local 
application of PRP (autologous) have shown 
that it enabled a feasible preventive treatment; 
moreover, it prevented the incidence of MRONJ 
after tooth extraction [63].

Comments: The bone repair process based 
on PRP presence at the midpoint of extraction 
sockets in adult male monkeys presented reduced 
osteogenesis signs after PRP application. Bovine 
inorganic bone associated with PRP in dogs 
did not have significant effect on bone healing 
under the adopted experimental conditions. The 
DPCs/PRP system showed significant bone-like 
tissue growth in the canal space of the periapical 
tissue and enhanced vital tissue production in 
the root canals of premature teeth with apical 

periodontitis. It was clear that PRP quality was 
not the standard, since random results were 
found in different or similar animals.

Human patients

Buffy Coat-PRP (BufC-PRP) presented bone 
healing effect after the extraction of bilateral 
mandibular third molars from human patients 
[64]. Data indicated that this material could be 
useful to clinicians at the time to carry out oral 
surgeries, since it favors bone rehabilitation after 
tooth extraction.

Based on flow cytometry cell classification, 
PDL (human periodontal ligament) and dental 
pulp cells presented mesenchymal stem cell 
populations. There was enhancement at 1% 
PRP dose in the colony-forming ability, as well 
as cellular proliferation of dental stem cells. The 
real-time quantitative PCR measurement has 
shown increased osteogenic and odontogenic 
gene expressions in both PRP-processed cells PRP 
[40]. 

Implantations in the posterior region and/
or bilaterally symmetric to the median line in 
human patients’ maxilla subjected to PRP therapy 
have shown that the presence, or absence of 
PRP in the implant sockets and implant stability 
quotient (ISQ) did not show significant clinical 
outcome. However, data demonstrated significant 
differences between ISQ values of PRP and non-
PRP implants on the operation day [65].

A non-smoker healthy female (20 years) 
diagnosed with localized aggressive periodontitis 
was subjected to biomaterial (cement) application 
and to bone tissue regeneration stimulant. Next, 
she underwent flap surgery with bone allograft 
and PRP. After 1 year follow-up based on 
monitoring, she was classified low relapse risk for 
this periodontal disease [66].

Submucosal PRP injection is a method 
developed to increase orthodontic tooth 
movement by mimicking the effects of bone 
injury after surgery and alveolar bone loss in 
human patients. PRP administration on en masse 
anterior retraction (pressure side) diminished 
alveolar bone loss by approximately 75%; the 
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process was dose dependent [67].

A study conducted with healthy children 
has compared the proliferation and distinctness 
between stem cells from SHEDs (human 
exfoliated deciduous teeth) cultivated in 
modified platelet-rich plasma (mPRP) and the 
ones containing fetal bovine serum (FBS) in order 
to investigate an optimal mPRP dose to be used 
for SHEDs preservation purposes. The authors 
of the aforementioned study found that mPRP 
could effectively favor SHEDs proliferation/
differentiation, and that 2% of mPRP was able 
to replace 10% FBS under SHEDs expansion and 
differentiation at clinical manufacturing scale 
[68].

Isaia et al. [69] suggested that the 
combination between PRP and anorganic 
bovine bone (ABB) in human patients would 
enable prospective values for alveolar bone 
ridge preservation similar to that observed by 
Vance et al. [70]. PRP-based revascularization 
treatment applied to premature teeth with apical 
periodontitis in healthy patients has shown 
that PRP can act as a successful platform for 
regenerative endodontic therapy [71].

Evaluation of PRP effect on newly 
osseointegration and secondary stability values 
has shown   higher implant stability in the 
primary osseointegration phase of the PRP group. 
However, both groups presented similar stability 
at the final stage of the experimental period [72]. 

Jalaluddin et al. [73] conducted a 
randomized controlled study focused on 
comparing PRP and bone graph use in intrabony 
periodontal defects. They found that both 
groups presented promising results in increasing 
periodontal regeneration, although bone graft 
results were better than PRP results. However, 
combinations between both groups were not 
investigated to assess synergistic possibilities.

Comments: Data have shown that PRP 
was valuable to dental surgeons since it favored 
regeneration after tooth extraction, enhanced 
human dental cell proliferation (PDLSCs and 
DPSCs). A significant difference between ISQ 
values of presence and absence of PRP implants 

on the operation day. Implant stability values 
were expressive in the primary osseointegration 
phase based on PRP use. 

GUIDELINES ON PRP USES
Significant PRP use enabled clinical 

dentistry professionals to better understand the 
regulatory role played by, and importance of, 
PRP in American Agencies such as FDA (Food 
and Drug Administration). PRP is a blood product 
that falls into the prevue of FDA’s Center for 
Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER). The 
rules and regulatory procedures associated with 
these classes of products were taken into account 
in Code Regulations (FDA’s 21 CFR 1271). PRP 
was exempted from these regulations and did not 
comply with the traditional regulatory rules set by 
FDA for animal experiments and clinical assays. 
The application named 510(k) was the way 
used to introduce PRP in the market. However, 
clinicians can use off-label  products or materials  
as long as they accept full responsibility for it. At 
this point, CBER must be taken into consideration 
in medical practices; moreover, clinicians must 
accept the its responsible use and be aware of 
it - its use must be centered on strong scientific 
rationale and on solid medical facts. However, 
FDA does not regulate or control activated 
PRP. On the contrary, it suggests that clinicians 
working with activated PRP should be aware of 
these issues and concerns, and keep themselves 
well-informed about it [74,75].

An important guideline was prepared for 
Alberta licensed physicians (College of Physicians 
and Surgeons of Alberta-CPSA) who offer and 
fulfill PRP services. Based on this guideline, the 
PRP therapy lies on the use of patients’ own blood 
factors to improve tissue repair and healing. The 
PRP procedure covers multiple steps, which 
demand manipulating blood products; therefore, 
extremely attention should be paid on sustaining 
technique sterility and on assuring safe product 
use in patients. Although the processing and 
administration of autologous blood products 
is seen as a low risk activity for patients, an 
extra step is required to avoid blood product 
mislabeling or misidentification [76].
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Comments: FDA’s regulatory function and 
attitude on PRP are important factors; however, 
because it is a blood product, it can fall under the 
prevue of FDA’s CBER through Code Regulations 
(FDA’s 21 CFR 1271) - PRP was exempt from this 
regulatory pathway. An important guideline was 
prepared by CPSA for professionals who offer and 
fulfill PRP services; it pointed out a critical point, 
i.e., variability in different PRP aspects. This 
guideline states that the most critical part of PRP 
uses lies on professional’s ability to perform all 
steps of PRP procedures without contamination.

FINAL REMARKS AND 
PERSPECTIVES 

Platelets are the first cells arriving at the 
tissue damage site and they are specifically active 
in the early inflammatory stages of  healing 
processes. They  have effects on degranulation, 
since PDGF, TGF-β1, VEGF, (bFGF), and EGF are 
mainly released from α-granules. PRP preparation 
protocols are of fundamental importance, 
since PRP use in association with stem cells (as 
endogenous morphogens) and bio-scaffolds 
remain a research object in the regenerative 
endodontic field due to recent promising results 
in periodontal tissue regeneration.

PRP is certainly an important tool to be used 
in tissue engineering, as well as an innovative 
field for clinicians and basic researchers. However, 
it is necessary conducting better designed and 
controlled experiments to enable successful tissue-
healing based on PRP use. PRP components such 
as exosomes appeared as an emerging topic with 
excellent applications. The overall conclusion 
is that PRP shows promising results in humans, 
since it increases periodontal regeneration and 
decreases alveolar bone loss. Important are the 
guidelines of PRP uses and the FDA regulatory 
role and attitude on PRP. The 510(k) application 
is recommended for PRP systems when it reaches 
the market. An important guideline was prepared 
by CPSA for professionals who offer and fulfill PRP 
services This guideline states that the most critical 
part of PRP application lies on professionals’ ability 
to perform all steps of the PRP procedures without 
contamination. 
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